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Deterministic Stack Scanning to Prevent Dangling or Use-after-Free Pointers 
ABSTRACT 
Dangling pointers and/or use-after-free pointers are gateways to exploits for software 
such as browsers, operating systems, etc. To forestall attacks that rely on dangling or use-after-
free (UaF) pointers, ordinary pointers in source code can be replaced by secure pointers. 
However, secure pointers are generally applicable to the heap, not to the stack. In the stack, there 
may remain dangling or UaF pointers. This disclosure describes techniques to deterministically 
scan the stack such that objects referenced from on-stack pointers remain unfreed, thereby 
preventing their conversion to use-after-free pointers. 
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BACKGROUND 
When the memory for an object is deallocated, pointers to that object become invalid. 
Such pointers, known as dangling pointers, can be exploited by attackers to cause undesirable or 
malicious program behavior. A pointer that points to memory that has been reused (reallocated) 
is known as a use-after-free (UaF) pointer; these, too, are gateways to exploits.  
A previous publication [1] described secure-pointer techniques to track pointers at 
runtime and periodically test pointers to determine if they point to deallocated or reallocated 
memory. Another publication [2] described secure-pointer techniques to detect the presence of 
dangling and UaF pointers by augmenting pointer and pointed-to object with metadata that 
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enables the checking of the validity of the pointer and the reuse status of the memory that a 
pointer points to.  
Both these secure-pointer techniques are applicable to the heap area of memory. Even if 
the secure-pointer techniques rid the heap of dangling and UaF pointers, the stack may continue 
to hold undetected dangling or UaF pointers (e.g., to local variables, to the this pointer, etc.). 
Relocating on-stack pointers to the heap has prohibitive performance implications. Scanning 
through the stack to directly check for dangling or UaF pointers is not straightforward in the 
presence of multiple concurrently-running threads. 
One solution to on-stack dangling and UaF pointers is probabilistic stack scanning, which 
works as follows. When an object is acted upon by a freeing routine, it is not actually freed; 
rather, it is moved to the quarantine, which is a designated region of the stack. When the size of 
the quarantine exceeds some threshold, a quarantine sweeper is invoked on a concurrent thread. 
The sweeper copies and scans the stacks of all threads. The sweeper reclaims (frees) objects in 
the quarantine that are not referenced to from the stacks. Objects referenced from on-stack 
pointers remain unfreed, thereby preventing their conversion to UaFs. 
As mentioned earlier, stack scanning as described above has probabilistic behavior. Race 
conditions between the concurrent and the mutator threads may make it possible for attackers to 
bypass the protection offered by stack-scanning. Probabilistic stack scanning can reduce the real 
exploitability of UaFs but is less effective in reducing the severity of UaF bugs. 
Garbage collection processes sometimes scan machine stacks. However, their scans are 
commonly limited to the machine stack of a particular thread (not all threads), which, again, is a 
form of probabilistic stack scanning. 
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DESCRIPTION 
This disclosure describes techniques that protect against dangling and UaF pointers on 
the stack by performing a deterministic scan of the stack. The techniques handle two cases, as 
follows. 
Long-running task absent 
In this case, all threads are guaranteed to get back within a short time to the message 
loop, where the machine stack is empty.  
Fig. 1: Deterministic stack scanning when long-running tasks are absent 
As illustrated in Fig. 1, deterministic stack scanning for this case works as follows: 
● When the routine that frees an object is called, the object is not freed; instead, it is moved 
to a designated space known as main quarantine (102). 
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● When the size of the main quarantine exceeds a threshold (104), the main quarantine is 
copied and saved to another space known as saved quarantine (106). The main 
quarantine is cleared. After this happens, new objects acted upon by the freeing routine 
are added to the main quarantine, not to the saved quarantine. 
● When all threads get back to the message loop (108), e.g., when the stack is empty, 
objects in the saved quarantine that are not referenced from the machine stacks are 
reclaimed (freed) by having the last thread that gets back to the message loop sweep the 
saved quarantine (110). The last thread doesn't scan the machine stacks of other threads 
since all the threads have already gotten back to the message loop. 
Long-running task present
When one or more threads have long-running tasks, the threads are waited upon to either 
get back to the message loop (when the machine stack is empty) or to enter a safe point. When a 
thread enters a safe point, the thread copies the machine stack. This does not cause any race 
conditions since the copying is done by the thread itself. The last thread to get back to the 
message loop or enter the safe point sweeps the saved quarantine. The thread scans all the copied 
machine stacks and reclaims (frees) objects in the saved quarantine that are not referenced by 
any of the copied stacks. 
The aforementioned safe points are inserted into code such that threads enter them 
frequently enough, and also inserted in places where threads run blocking operations, e.g., file 
IO, network IO, conditional wait, etc. Properly inserted safe points ensure that quarantine sweeps 
remain unblocked by the concurrently-running threads. 
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In this manner, the disclosed techniques protect against dangling or UaF pointers in the 
stack by deterministically synchronizing concurrent threads and scanning the stack. The 
described techniques can be implemented in software such as browsers, operating systems, etc. 
CONCLUSION 
Dangling pointers and/or use-after-free pointers are gateways to exploits for software 
such as browsers, operating systems, etc. To forestall attacks that rely on dangling or use-after-
free (UaF) pointers, ordinary pointers in source code can be replaced by secure pointers. 
However, secure pointers are generally applicable to the heap, not to the stack. In the stack, there 
may remain dangling or UaF pointers. This disclosure describes techniques to deterministically 
scan the stack such that objects referenced from on-stack pointers remain unfreed, thereby 
preventing their conversion to use-after-free pointers. 
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